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Shaping the landscape – Dornoch students gain insight into the
processes that created the Flow Country

Over the past few weeks, pupils from Dornoch Academy have been taking part in a field
studies project to learn about peatlands and the importance of landscapes like the Flow
Country. Working with the Flows to the Future Project they have participated in peatland
fieldwork at a site at Birichen, located only 10 minutes drive from the school.
The pupils, an S3 and an S4 Geography class, were taken to Birichen by geography
teacher Luke Naunton, to investigate how peatlands work. Access to the site was kindly
made possible by the local land owner.
Birichen provided an ideal environment for pupils to gain an understanding of how a
peatland habitat forms and how conditions in the landscape, such as the degree of
slope and wetness, influence what vegetation will be found. The pupils developed skills
in plant identification in order to observe the changes in vegetation along a crosssection of the site, and used peat probes to measure the depth of the peat. It proved a
great opportunity for pupils to gain hands-on experience in fieldwork and practise
techniques similar to those used by researchers.
Also incorporated into the excursion was a tour of the Londornoch Scottish Water
treatment plant. Pupils were taken around the works and shown how the water is
purified and how peat particles are taken out, before it is delivered to the wider Dornoch
area.
Mr Naunton reported that he is planning to bring more of his classes out to the
peatland. He commented, “The students loved getting out of the classroom and into a

fieldwork environment. It is very important for them to be able to connect what they
learn in school to their immediate environment, and to understand how special their
local landscape is.”
All in all, the field studies gave students the chance to develop an understanding of how
a peatland habitat functions, and their importance on a larger scale in terms of the
regulation of climate by storing carbon underground.
According to Sjoerd Tel, Learning Development Officer for the Heritage Lottery funded
Flows to the Future Project, “This has really proven a great opportunity to engage young
people with their environment and to see how it fits into the bigger picture. Hopefully in
the future more students will be able to benefit from gaining hands-on experience
through peatland field studies, inspiring them to protect this internationally important
habitat.”
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